https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.chemrev.8b00039
The "average" enzymes shows a k cat /K M of~10 5 M À1 s À1 which is very much below diffusion limit. The issues underlying this phenomenon are discussed in this review.
Evolutionary driver of enzyme thermal adapation http://science.sciencemag.org/content/355/6322/289
In natural evolution over the span of earth life history, enzymes adapted to operate under lower temperature in most contemporary environments. The mechanisms of this adaption has relevance to understanding evolving enzymes for greater stability and temperature change.
EASy method of laboratory enzyme evolution https://www.genengnews.com/gen-news-highlights/easyevolution-accelerates-enzyme-engineering/81255966
This news article describes a method of gene amplification and mutation to accelerate obtaining beneficial mutations.
Biophysical model of enzyme evolution
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/early/2018/08/23/399154
This review takes a theoretical approach and concludes that the best fit for models suggest selection for stability and activity simultaneously.
Enzyme evolution in the post-genomic era http://www.jbc.org/site/thematics/enzyme_evolution/ This page provides the overview for a special issue of the Journal of Biological Chemistry in which all of the articles deal with enzyme evolution.
Directed evolution: Selection of the host organism https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/ S2001037014600908 Most studies focus on the methods of DNA manipulation relevant to directed evolution. This review focuses
